WOMEN'S RIGHTS & CLIMATE FINANCE:

WEBINAR SERIES

SESSION FOUR: STRATEGIES FOR ORGANIZING TO INFLUENCE, MONITOR AND TRACK CLIMATE FINANCE (FROM GLOBAL TO LOCAL)

THURSDAY, 14 JUNE 2018
| 15.00 CET/ 9.00 ET
AGENDA

Titi Soentoro: Strategies of the Local to Influence the Global
- Aksi! for gender social and ecological justice

Julius Mbatia Karanja: CSO Readiness to the GCF in Africa
- The Pan African Climate Justice Alliance (PACJA)

Andrea Rodriguez Osuna: National Engagement to Mobilize Climate Finance
- GCF Focal Point, Fundación Avina

OPEN DISCUSSION

Facilitated by Ms. Bridget Burns, WEDO
Recap: Webinars 1 - 3

• **Webinar 1**: Introduction to Climate Finance: Overview of landscape; experiences of engaging with GCF/climate finance processes at national, global levels; Southern activists’ experience building knowledge and power in these spaces

• **Webinar 2**: Gender Mainstreaming in Global Climate Finance Mechanisms: Deep dive on gender in the GCF by Liane Schalatek of the Heinrich Boell Foundation

• **Webinar 3**: GCF Accreditation and Enhanced Direct Access: Challenges and lessons learned accessing climate finance as a women’s fund, through Enhanced Direct Access with the GCF, and as a small grants fund.

Watch online!
Find links & presentations here: [http://wedo.org/tag/webinar/](http://wedo.org/tag/webinar/)
Building Power - Inside/Outside

- **Indirect** – Technical advocacy and watchdog (i.e. comments on proposals, policies, mechanisms for funding windows, accreditation criteria)

- **Directly** – Engagement with accredited entities / NDAs to develop project proposals; potential for accreditation of women’s & environmental funds

- **Paradigm** – Challenge flows going to/ not going into climate finance (i.e. MovetheMoney campaigning) OR Demand Alternatives (community financial structures, tax justice)
Thank You.